
Part1: Unreal Editor and MAS22 Engine 
 

Unreal Editor 
Here are the main areas of the Unreal-4 engine 

 

 

  



Opening the Editor, selecting and running a Project 
Here’s what you need to do to open the project file where you will create your mass-spring air-track. You will be 

guided on how to open and run an existing model, the circular air-track. 

 



 

  



Creating you Mass-Spring air-track 
Goal of this project 
The image below shows what you will achieve, an air-track glider tethered by two springs to end stops. When the 

glider is displaced, it will perform damped harmonic motion. You will assemble the apparatus from its components 

(using C++), then code its dynamics (using C++) and then you will get it to move (using C++). You can see that all 

model components have the same material (chrome), we shall add different materials later. 

 

Preparing the Model Components, Getting their dimensions 
To create the apparatus in C++, we must first get the component dimensions so we can assemble them correctly. 

The components are: (i) the air-track, (ii) the glider, (iii) two springs and (iv) two end stops. 

So here we go… 

 

Now we must move the air-track to the X-Y origin (0,0) of the level. 

  

1) Open the Content 

Browser and open the 

Air_Track folder. 

2) Drag the AirTrackShort 

into the level like this. 



 

  

1) Now change the Viewport from ‘Perspective’ to 

‘Top’ and un-tick ‘Landscape’. 

2) Find the air-track and drag it close to the level origin (red is x-axis, green is y-axis). 

3) In the panel on the right, set 

the X and Y location both to 0. 

You may need to select the air-

track 

4) Find the Glider in the Content Browser and drag it close to the origin (0,0) as shown on the left. 

Then in the panel on the right, set its location to (0,0) exactly. Now the glider will be positioned at 

the centre of the air-track, where it should be (shown on the right). 



 

  

1) Select Perspective view and select Show 

Landscape. 

2) Use the blue gizmo to drag the glider 

down so it fits snugly on the track. 

3) Drag in a spring from the 

Content Browser and align it with 

the glider. Repeat for the second 

spring. 

4) Drag in an AirTrackStop from the Content 

Browser and align it with the left spring. 

5) Drag in a second stop …                   select the rotate tool …               and rotate! 



 

1) Now it’s time to accurately align the 

components in the x-direction (along the 

air-track). The glider is the key. So move the 

springs so they accurately align with the 

glider. 

2) Then move the end stops so 

they accurately align with the 

springs.  

3) In Top view, select each spring and end stop in turn and make sure their Y-location is 0. 

The above example is for the left stop. 

4) In the right view, move the springs 

so they mate with the glider, and 

make sure they have the same Z 

values (here mine are 160). Repeat 

for the end stops. 

5) Finally, click on each component in turn, 

and note down their X-locations. These are 

the numbers we’ll need in our C++ code. 



Coding Part 1: Building the Model in C++ 
Here you will find instructions on how to write C++ to get a working simulation of the mass-spring air-track. 

Explanations will be given of what each code snippet does, but we won’t be explaining all of the code, that will come 

in a later document, maybe! 

There are two files which you need to have open in Visual Studio: MAS22_AirTrack_MassSpring.cpp (the C++ file) 

and MAS22_AirTrack_MassSpring.h (the ‘header’ file). Your screen will look something like this. 

 

The following instructions follow this format. 1(C) means you code in the C++ file, and 2(H) means you code in the 

header file. You will find areas to write your code indicated like this. 

// 1(C) Put in code to generate air track --------------------------------- 
 
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Lines starting with // are interpreted as comments by the compiler. Feel free to add your own comments if you like. 

Try not to mash the code template (don’t delete anything) and do not copy and paste from this document, since not 

all characters copy correctly. You have been warned! 

So, off we go. 

1) 1(C). Write the following code to put the air-track into the level. It gets the air-track asset (Asset1) then creates a 

StaticMeshComponent called Track. This is given the Asset1, then its location is set to (0,0,0) then it is attached to 

the CapsuleCollider which is the centre of the universe (well, world). (Note the first two lines below should be 

written as a single line of code, ending with the ‘;’. 

// 1(C) Put in code to generate air track ---------------------------- 

 

 static ConstructorHelpers::FObjectFinder<UStaticMesh>MeshAsset1 

     (TEXT("StaticMesh'/Game/Air_Track/AirTrackShort.AirTrackShort'")); 

 UStaticMesh* Asset1 = MeshAsset1.Object; 

 

 Track = CreateDefaultSubobject<UStaticMeshComponent>("Track"); 

 Track->SetStaticMesh(Asset1); 

 Track->SetRelativeLocation(FVector(0, 0, 0)); 

 Track->SetupAttachment(CapsuleCollider); 

 

2) 2(H) Now in the header, add this line of code which serves to declare Track as a StaticMeshComponent, so it can 

be used in the above C++ code. 

 // 2(H) Add variable for the track ------------------------------- 

 UPROPERTY(VisibleDefaultsOnly) 

  class UStaticMeshComponent* Track; 

 

3) Now save your files in Visual Studio          and compile within Unreal Editor. Now let’s add the air-track actor to the 

level. 



 

4) Now add in the following code in the C++ file. to get the glider into the level 3(C). This is very similar to the code 

you have just entered, so you could copy and paste keeping an eye on the differences. Note that we are creating a 

different asset Asset2. Note also that the relative location of the Glider is (0,0,0) so that it sits at the centre of the 

air-track. 

// 3(C) Put in code to generate the glider ------------------------- 

 static ConstructorHelpers::FObjectFinder<UStaticMesh>MeshAsset2 

(TEXT("StaticMesh'/Game/Air_Track/AirTrackGlider.AirTrackGlider'")); 

 UStaticMesh* Asset2 = MeshAsset2.Object; 

 

 Glider = CreateDefaultSubobject<UStaticMeshComponent>("Glider1"); 

 Glider->SetStaticMesh(Asset2); 

 Glider->SetRelativeLocation(FVector(0, 0, 0)); 

 Glider->SetupAttachment(CapsuleCollider); 

 

5) And just like before we need to add code into the header 4(H) to declare the variable Glider. 

 // 4(H) Add variable for the glider ----------------------------- 

 UPROPERTY(VisibleDefaultsOnly) 

  class UStaticMeshComponent* Glider; 

 

6) Now compile. The Glider should appear in the level! If not, drag a new instance of the air-track into the level and 

delete the old one. 

7) You have guessed what comes next, we need to add code for the left spring 5(C). This is very much similar to what 

we have done so far. For the moment, set the relative location to (0,0,0), we’ll come back and adjust that later. Note 

again we are using a new asset Asset3. 

 // 5(C) Put in code to generate the Left spring ---------------------- 

 static ConstructorHelpers::FObjectFinder<UStaticMesh>MeshAsset3 

(TEXT("StaticMesh'/Game/Air_Track/Spring_UVs_LOD_0.Spring_UVs_LOD_0'")); 

 UStaticMesh* Asset3 = MeshAsset3.Object; 

 LeftSpring = CreateDefaultSubobject<UStaticMeshComponent>("LeftSpring"); 

 LeftSpring->SetStaticMesh(Asset3); 

 LeftSpring->SetRelativeLocation(FVector(0, 0, 0)); 

 LeftSpring->SetupAttachment(CapsuleCollider); 

 

8) And of course we need to declare LeftSpring in the header file 6(H). 

 // 6(H) Add variable for the left spring -------------------------------- 

 UPROPERTY(VisibleDefaultsOnly) 

  class UStaticMeshComponent* LeftSpring; 

 

9) Now for the right spring. Again let’s leave the location at (0,0,0). But here we can reuse Asset3 since it is just a 

spring! Your code goes here 8(C). 

 // 8(C) Put in code to generate the Right spring ---------------------- 

 RightSpring = CreateDefaultSubobject<UStaticMeshComponent>("RightSpring"); 

 RightSpring->SetStaticMesh(Asset3); 

 RightSpring->SetRelativeLocation(FVector(0, 0, 0)); 

 RightSpring->SetupAttachment(CapsuleCollider); 

 

In the editor, top left, type MAS22 

into the Place Actors. You should see 

our actor MAS22 Air Track Mass 

Spring. Drag this into the level. 



10) Again, we declare the variable RightSpring in the header at 9(H) 

 // 9(H) Add variable for the right spring -------------------------- 

 UPROPERTY(VisibleDefaultsOnly) 

  class UStaticMeshComponent* RightSpring; 

 

11) Compile, and you will find two springs, though they will not yet be in the right place. Let’s fix that now. Look at 

the values you noted down for the spring positions earlier and insert them to change the relative location of the left 

spring. I’ve highlighted where you should use your numbers. The components of the FVector are (X,Y,Z). 

LeftSpring->SetRelativeLocation(FVector(-140, 0, 55)); 

 

and the right spring 

 
RightSpring->SetRelativeLocation(FVector(140, 0, 55)); 

 

Now compile and the springs should be in the right place 

12) Now let’s add both end stops both into C++ at 10(C) and 13(C) with their locations 

 // 10(C) Put in code to generate the left stop ----------------------- 

 static ConstructorHelpers::FObjectFinder<UStaticMesh>MeshAsset4 

(TEXT("StaticMesh'/Game/Air_Track/AirTrackStop.AirTrackStop'")); 

 UStaticMesh* Asset4 = MeshAsset4.Object; 

 

 LeftStop = CreateDefaultSubobject<UStaticMeshComponent>("LeftStop"); 

 LeftStop->SetStaticMesh(Asset4); 

 LeftStop->SetRelativeLocation(FVector(-279, 0, 0));   

 LeftStop->SetupAttachment(CapsuleCollider); 

 

 // 13(C) Put in code to generate the right stop ----------------------- 

 RightStop = CreateDefaultSubobject<UStaticMeshComponent>("RightStop"); 

 RightStop->SetStaticMesh(Asset4); 

 RightStop->SetRelativeLocation(FVector(279, 0, 0)); 

 RightStop->SetRelativeRotation(FRotator(0, 180, 0).Quaternion());   

      RightStop->SetupAttachment(CapsuleCollider); 

 

You probably spotted that we have rotated the right stop by 180 degrees, just like you did when you were playing 

around manually with the static mesh components. 

And here is the header code at 11(H) and 14(H). 

 // 11(H) Add variable for the left stop--------------------------- 

 UPROPERTY(VisibleDefaultsOnly) 

  class UStaticMeshComponent* LeftStop; 

 

 // 14(H) Add variable for the right stop-------------------------- 

 UPROPERTY(VisibleDefaultsOnly) 

            class UStaticMeshComponent* RightStop; 

 

13) Compile. That should complete the coding of the air-track model. You may wonder why we have added a load of 

static mesh components into the level, and not just one. Well, the glider and springs move, so we need to have 

variables Glider, LeftSpring, RightSpring which we can use later in the code to make them move. 

  



Preparing to Code the Physics 
The experiment is a straightforward dynamic system which we can describe by setting up a system of ordinary 

differential equations. Let’s see just how straightforward it is. Of course we need to start from the physics. When the 

glider is in the middle, both springs have the same extension, so they apply equal and opposite forces. The sum force 

is zero and so is the acceleration, so the glider does not pick up any velocity, in other words it stays put. 

Let’s say we give the glider a little displacement to the right as shown below 

 

To set up a differential equation we could simply write 

𝑑2𝑥

𝑑𝑡2
= −2 (

𝑘

𝑚
) 𝑥        (4) 

which is fine if we are looking for a maths solution, but we’re not, we are looking to solve this numerically in code. 

Instead, we use two first-order differential equations, the first for the rate of change of x and the second for the rate 

of change in v (aha, that’s acceleration). So the equations for our system become (below left) which are simply 

converted to code (below right). 

 

Oh yes, I’ve included a force damping term −𝑏𝑣 which is proportional to the velocity and is directed in the opposite 

direction to velocity, which makes sense, since damping opposes movement. 

The variable u is an array with two components u[0]and u[1]. Note  that C++ starts the array index at 0. Most 

respectable languages do this. In general the array u is called the system ‘state’. 

Now, for our code we first need to choose some variable names. We have free choice, but they should be 

meaningful. I am going to choose dispX and velyX. I guess you can see why. 

The above system of ODEs requires some initial conditions, i.e., initial values for x and v. Why? Simple, the ODEs tell 

us how these values change with time. So they must start from somewhere, at t=0, hence initial conditions. Again we 

need names, so I will choose initDispX and initVelyX. I guess you can see why. 

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑣 

𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
= −2 (

𝑘

𝑚
) 𝑥 − (

𝑏

𝑚
) 𝑣 

 

 

dudt[0] = u[1]; 

 

dudt[1] = -2.0*(k/m)*u[0] –(b/m)*u[1]; 

 

where u[0] is x and u[1] is v. 

Well, from Hooke’s law we know that force is 

proportional to displacement and in the other 

direction, so for a spring we have 

𝐹 = −𝑘𝑥        (1) 

where k is our friendly spring constant (stiffness). In 

this case, the left spring pulls and the right spring 

pushes, so we have 

𝐹 = −2𝑘𝑥      (2) 

The acceleration of the glider is therefore 

𝑎 = −2 (
𝑘

𝑚
) 𝑥      (3) 

 

 

 

 



Finally we need names for the system parameters. I will choose mass,springConstant,damping. I guess you can 

see why. So now we can crack on with coding the physics. 

Coding the Physics 
1). First we have to add the model parameters into code which will represent our ODEs. This is at 16(H). We declare 

the parameters like this. The word double means ‘double precision floating point’. 

 // 16(H) Add the parameter list ----------------------------- 

 double mass, springConstant, damping; 

 

Before we move on, let’s have a look at the structure of the ODE code. In the header file, on line 20 you will see the 

statement class rhs_AirTrack_MK. In general, a ‘class’ is a collection of variables and also functions to do some 

calculations, all tightly bound together as a complete object. Think of a rocket, it has variables (speed, mass, etc) and 

its function is its engine that produces thrust. A full discussion will follow in a separate document. 

2) Now we must pass the parameters to the class. We do not assign values to these, that happens in a different part 

of the code. So at 17(H) we have 

 // 17(H) Complete the rhs Constructor with parameters 

  rhs_AirTrack_MK(double _mass, double _springConstant, double _damping): 

   mass(_mass), springConstant(_springConstant), damping(_damping) 

  {} 

 // ------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

3) Now we must add the model variables at 18(H) 

 // 18(H) Add the model variables ------------------------------------ 

 double dispX; 

 double velyX; 

 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

4) Now we must associate the state array u[] with our variables, we do this at 19(H). You will see that this agrees 

with our discussion above. 

  // 19(H) Associate state u[] with named variables---------------- 

  dispX = u[0]; 

  velyX = u[1]; 

  // -------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

5) Finally we must code the ODEs, this is where the magic really happens, at 20(H) 

 // 20(H) code the system of ODEs -------------------------------- 

 dudt[0] = velyX; 

 dudt[1] = -1.0 * (springConstant / mass) * dispX - (damping / mass) * velyX; 

 // -------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

That’s the physics model coded. Now we have to do some grunt work, adding code to make the parameter and 

initial conditions menu sub-system work. 

6) Better to do a compile and check for errors. 



Coding the Parameters and Initial Conditions 
The parameters and initial conditions can be given values and these values can be changed in a number of ways. One 

important way is the menus which appear when you press the ‘p’ and ‘i’ keys respectively. When you update values 

here, they must find their way into the ODEs which we have just coded. Again, an explanation of how all this code 

works will find its way into that future document. For the moment, we need to get our experiment up and running 

(and we’re getting close). 

1) The declaration of the parameters and initial conditions are found in the header file 21(H). 

// 21(H) Declare parameters and initial conditions so they appear in 

editor 

UPROPERTY(EditAnywhere) 

 double mass = 1.0; 

 

UPROPERTY(EditAnywhere) 

 double springConstant = PI * PI; 

 

UPROPERTY(EditAnywhere) 

 double damping = 0; 

 

UPROPERTY(EditAnywhere) 

 double initDispX = 0.5; 

 

UPROPERTY(EditAnywhere) 

 double initVelyX = 0; 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

 

So I’ve used the variable names which I chose in the discussion above. The UPROPERTY(EditAnywhere) 
means that the variable will appear in the Editor right-hand pane. Note, I’ve decided to use Visual Studio automatic 

coloring of text. Why didn’t I do that before? 

2) Now we have to turn to the C++ code and add the parameters to an array modelParameters which feeds into the 

menu subsystem and also the HUD. This happens at 22(C). The variable line has two fields, the .val which is the 

numerical value of the parameter, and the .name which appears in the HUD and menu. We add each line to the 

array. You see how easy it is to include more parameters. 

// 22(C) Build up parameter array ------------------------------------ 
 line.val = mass; 
 line.name = "mass"; 
 modelParameters.Add(line); 
 
 line.val = springConstant; 
 line.name = "springConstant"; 
 modelParameters.Add(line); 
 
 line.val = damping; 
 line.name = "damping"; 
 modelParameters.Add(line); 
 

 

3) That’s the array sorted, now we need to turn to the function UpdateModelParameters which updates the 

parameters for our model if the array is modified by the menu. This happens at 23(C). 

 //23(C) get updated values of parameters if menu changes them --- 
 mass = modelParameters[INDEX_MASS].val; 
 springConstant = modelParameters[INDEX_SPRINGCONSTANT].val; 
 damping = modelParameters[INDEX_DAMPING].val; 
 // -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 



You can see that modelParameters is an array because of the square brackets […]. What are the purple words within 

the brackets. Well, this array is of length 3, so the indices are 0, 1 and 2. So we could write modelParameters[0] etc. 

But then we need to remember what parameter index 0 refers to. So it’s better to use a name, in this case 

INDEX_MASS which represents 0. How do we set this up? Read on. 

4) We set up the indexing at 24(C). 

// 24(C) Define indices into the parameter array. The order must agree with 
// order of adding into the parameter array 
#define INDEX_MASS 0 
#define INDEX_SPRINGCONSTANT 1 
#define INDEX_DAMPING 2 
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

How do these #define statements work? The compiler pre-processes our code, and when it sees INDEX_MASS, it 

replaces it by 0. 

5) Now we have to repeat this, but now for another array that holds the initial conditions. Here there are two. So 

first we build the initial condition array at 25(C). I guess you don’t need any commentary here. 

 // 25(C) Build up IC array ------------------------------------------- 
 icLine.val = initDispX; 
 icLine.name = "init DispX"; 
 modelInitialConditions.Add(icLine); 
 
 icLine.val = initVelyX; 
 icLine.name = "init VelyX"; 
 modelInitialConditions.Add(icLine); 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

6) And the update function at 26(C). 

 // 26(C) get updated values of ICs if menu changes them -------------- 
 initDispX = modelInitialConditions[INDEX_INITDISPX].val; 
 initVelyX = modelInitialConditions[INDEX_INITVELYX].val; 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

7) And the defines at 27(C) 

// 27(C) Define indices into the initial conditions array. The order must 
//  agree with order of adding into the array 
#define INDEX_INITDISPX 0 
#define INDEX_INITVELYX 1 
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8) It is useful at this point, while we are thinking about defines, to set the number of ODEs in our model (this is 2) so 

at 28(C) we write 

// 28(C) Number of equations in rhs -------------------------------------- 
#define NREQUNS 2 
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

9) We have to assign the starting values of our ODEs to the initial conditions. We do this at 29(C) 

 // 29(C) Assign variables to initial conditions ---------------------- 
 u[0] = initDispX; 
 u[1] = initVelyX; 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 



 

10) Also we must declare variable banes which we shall need in the C++ file, see Addit1(H). 

 // Addit1(H) Model variables to be used in cpp -------------------------- 
 double dispX; 
 double velyX; 
 // ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

11) So now we can use these names in the C++ at Addit2(C). 

 // Addit2 (C) set model variables from u[] array --------------------- 
 dispX = u[0]; 
 velyX = u[1]; 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Creating a rhs object and Connecting it to the Solver. 
Here we add a few lines of code to hook up the right-hand-side code with the built in MAS22 numeric solver. 

1) Find 29(C) near to line 149 (Sorry there is a second 29(C), my bad). Here’s how to hook up your rhs and pass in the 

three parameters. What’s happening here is that we create a new rhs_AirTrack_MK object and assign it to the 

variable rightHandSide which is used by the numeric solve. More detail later, ahem. 

 // 29(C) Create the RHS for this model ------------------------------- 
 rightHandSide = new rhs_AirTrack_MK(mass,springConstant,damping); 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

2) To check the solver is working, let’s add some raw output to the screen. We can do this using a printf() function 

like this at 30(C). 

 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 // 30(C) Output computations for debugging --------------------------- 
 printf("time = %f, dispX = %f, velyX = %f\n", time, dispX, velyX); 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

3) Let’s go! Compile, then Run the level. Find your air-track, cross-hair it and press F1. You should see numbers 

scrolling on the screen. The columns are time, dispX and velyX (as you can see in the printf). Observe dispX and the 

numbers should be oscillating between a positive and a negative value. This value should be initDispX which yyou 

will see in the right-hand editor window when you are in Edit mode. 

Coding the Visualization – Getting the System to Move! 
The (almost) last task is to get the glider to move, the springs to move and the springs to stretch as they move. We 

must now attack these three tasks, in this order. Before we get into coding, we must first perform a little analysis of 

the situation. We know that the glider moves a distance dispX, the question is, how far do the springs move, and also 

how do we calculate the spring’s extension/compression? Have a look at the diagram below 

The first shows the glider moving a distance dispX. Since the centre of the left spring is half way between the glider 

centre and the left end stop, then the centre of the spring moves a distance dispX/2. 

The second diagram shows how the length of the left spring changes. It starts off at springLength and it ends up at 

springLength + dispX. So the relative scale increases by (springLength + dispX)/springLength. We can use this 

relative scale in our code. 

There is a little complication. The units of dispX are metres, but springLength is measured in ‘Unreal Units’ (UUs), 

there are 100 UUs/metre. So we have to include a scaling constant (=100) to convert from metres to UUs, since 

Unreal expects UUs in its calculations. This is done in the code. 



 

First, let’s move the glider 

1) We must back-track and declare the start location of the glider 31(H). This is a usual vector with components (X, Y, 

Z). 

 // 31(H) declare the glider start location --------------------------- 
 FVector gliderStartLocation; 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

2) Now we must grab the start location which we will use to move the glider, 32(C) 

 // 32(C) get the glider start location ------------------------------- 
 gliderStartLocation = Glider->GetRelativeLocation(); 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

3) Now we actually move the glider 33(C). We define a new local vector variable newLocation then assign this to the 

glider start location. Then we calculate how far the glider has moved (in UUs) scaling * dispX, then we add it onto 

the start location. This is the operator +=. (E.g., x = x + 1.2; is coded x += 1.2). Then we update the glider location. 

 // 33(C) Move the glider --------------------------------------------- 
 FVector newLocation = gliderStartLocation; 
 newLocation.X += scaling * dispX; 
 Glider->SetRelativeLocation(newLocation); 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Compile and Run your code. You should see the glider oscillating. You might want to ‘comment out’ the printf() line 

which dumped debug info onto the screen. 

Now, let’s move the springs 

4) Back to the header and declare the start locations of both springs 34(H) 

 // 34(H) declare both springs start location ------------------------- 
 FVector leftSpringStartLocation; 
 FVector rightSpringStartLocation; 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

How the spring moves: top equilibrium, bottom the 

glider has moved dispX*scaling. Clearly the centre 

of the spring has moved half this distance 

dispX*scaling/2.0 

The spring starts with length springLength 

and stretches to (springLength + 

dispX*scaling). The relative scale factor is 

therefor (springLength + 

dispX*scaling)/springLength. 



5) And grab the actual start locations 35(C) 

 // 35(C) get the springs start location ------------------------------ 
 leftSpringStartLocation  = LeftSpring->GetRelativeLocation(); 
 rightSpringStartLocation = RightSpring->GetRelativeLocation(); 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

6) Now we can move the springs 36(C). This is straightforward, based on our discussion above. 

 // 36(C) Move the springs -------------------------------------------- 
 newLocation = leftSpringStartLocation; 
 newLocation.X += (scaling * dispX)/2.0; 
 LeftSpring->SetRelativeLocation(newLocation); 
 newLocation = rightSpringStartLocation; 
 newLocation.X += (scaling * dispX)/2.0; 
 RightSpring->SetRelativeLocation(newLocation); 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Compile and Run and you should see the springs tracking the motion of the glider. 

Now, let’s scale the springs 

7) Add the spring length into the header file 37(H). You can get this by going into the top or front view in the Editor. 

Here I’m using my measurement. 

 // 37(H) Declare the spring length -------------------------------------- 
 double springLength = 220; 
 // ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8) Now scale the springs, 38(C). Let’s take the left spring. We get its original scale factor, and store this in the vector 

variable scaleVec. Then we calculate the new value of its x-component, since the spring is stretched only in the x-

direction. This is the code scaleVec.X. Then we apply it, setting is new scale. 

 // 38(C) Scale the springs ------------------------------------------- 
 FVector scaleVec; 
 scaleVec = LeftSpring->GetRelativeScale3D(); 
 scaleVec.X = (springLength + (dispX * scaling)) / springLength; 
 LeftSpring->SetRelativeScale3D(scaleVec); 
 
 scaleVec = LeftSpring->GetRelativeScale3D(); 
 scaleVec.X = (springLength - (dispX * scaling)) / springLength; 
 RightSpring->SetRelativeScale3D(scaleVec); 
 // ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

All done. Compile and Run you code and you should see the mass-spring oscillator working perfectly. 

In a future document, you will be guided on how to investigate your model. 


